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“Yeah!” Bai Xiaofei nodded with his face full of pride. 
 
With Chen Hao’s help, the rapist could not escape even after growing wings. 
 
As no one had seen Chen Hao fight, they didn’t know Chen Hao’s current strength. 
 
However, Bai Xiaofei was most shocked after seeing Chen Hao. 
 
When he was together with Chen Hao back then, he didn’t even know how to fight. 
 
But he WAS extremely formidable right now! 
 
Bai Xiaofei would believe that the legend in their army was not even a match for Chen Hao right now. 
 
“It’s really him?” Hu Huimin and Shen Junwen shook their heads and laughed bitterly. 
 
“Team Bai, are you kidding us? Yes, we know that Chen Hao used to have a prominent background, and 
you—as a Young Master in Jin Ling—always hung out with him back then. But you have to understand 
that the criminal whom we are going after right now—Wang Meng—is extremely sly. Not just that, he is 
also very cruel and skilled. Now you’re telling me that the assistant you found is Chen Hao?” Hu Huimin 
was unimpressed. 
 
When she heard Bai Xiaofei’s excited and confident tone over the phone, she thought he had asked the 
help of someone legendary from the army. 
 
It had never crossed her mind that Chen Hao was the one. 
 
“Team Hu, this you don’t understand. With my bro here, you don’t have to worry about Wang Meng 
being able to escape today!” Bai Xiaofei explained frantically. 
 
At this moment, a few walkie-talkies sounded at the same time. 
 
“The target has appeared. Take him down instantly! Over!” 
 
“Roger!” 
 
After receiving the instructions, a few of them prepared themselves to carry out the mission, while a few 
policemen rushed to the site and set up roadblocks abruptly. 
 
With all seriousness, Hu Huimin shook her head and told Chen Hao, “The suspect is very cruel and 
dangerous. You stay away from him!” 
 
Right after that, she brought her team and charged toward Southern Street. 
 
Chen Hao remained calm as he didn’t mind whether or not he was looked down by Hu Huimin. 
 
After all, he was here today to just help out his good friend who was like a brother to him. 
 



Looking to the main road, a black Volkswagen Passat had gone berserk on the road, speeding away as it 
was chased by many police cars. 
 
The driver of the Passat had incredibly good driving skills. 
 
With just a few breaths, the car had gotten rid of the police cars which tried to block it for a few times 
and sped toward Southern Street. 
 
As the Southern Street had two small hills by its side, there was not much space for big movements. As 
long as they could block Wang Meng here, he couldn’t escape even if he sprouted wings. 
 
Hu Huimin held her breath, while Shen Junwen also stood on standby with a serious look. 
 
“Damn it! This is troublesome!” 
 
Wang Meng, who was driving, also saw the roadblock in front of him. 
 
With his path being blocked, and the policemen chasing him from behind, he had no other choice apart 
from trying to break through the besiege by force. 
 
“Please let us go! I beg you!” 
 
In the car, two beautiful girls were being tied up, and one of them was crying out of shock. 
 
Her camera was left in the car as well. 
 
“Shut your mouth up! SHUT UP! You’re so annoying! If you don’t shut your mouth up this instant, I’ll 
f*cking kill you!” Wang Meng shouted coldly. 
 
He was in his thirties, and had a few scars on his face. He looked quite terrifying when he spoke. 
 
After he yelled at them, the girls in the car didn’t dare to speak again. 
 
As his surroundings had quietened down, Wang Meng placed his attention on the road in front of him 
and smiled disdainfully. 
 
“Planning to stop me using this broken road? In your dreams!” He laughed loudly. 
 
As he was about to rush past the road, Wang Meng suddenly turned his steering wheel left and the car 
instantly banged into a hill nearby. 
 
In that instant, he steered the steering wheel back to its normal position. 
 
Screech! 
 
A high-pitched screeching sound was created by the car, enough to break one’s eardrums. 
 
However, they saw an entire car flew through the air and leaped past the roadblocks, speeding toward 
the south after it landed. 
 



Both Shen Junwen and Hu Huimin were stunned as they couldn’t believe their eyes. How could this be 
possible? 
 
They had spent so much effort cornering him here, but he managed to escape again? 
 
Looking at that man, Chen Hao’s mouth twitched into a smile. 
 
It’s getting interesting. 
 
At this moment, there was a motorbike at the side of the road. 
 
“Xiaofei, lend me this bike!” 
 
Between conversations, someone threw the keys into Chen Hao’s hands. 
 
The motorbike was immediately started and shot forward like an arrow. 
 
The operation to arrest Wang Meng was resumed. 
 
Hu Huimin and the others made relevant adjustments immediately and carried out the second phase of 
their plan. They kept chasing after Wang Meng relentlessly. 
 
Riding on a motorbike, Chen Hao was stuck between both of the parties. 
 
“F*cking brat! His driving skills are so good!” 
 
Looking in the rearview mirror, Wang Meng saw Chen Hao getting closer to him and swore angrily. 
 
The two girls in the car, however, widened their eyes as they saw the person who was chasing behind 
them. 
 
“It’s him!” One of the girls gulped. 
 
“Shen Nan, he’s the person who broke our camera!” the girl continued hastily. 
 
Indeed, these two girls were none other than Yao Yuanyuan and Shen Nan. 
 
Today was an unlucky day for both of them. 
 
It was originally a happy day for them to take some pictures with their flatmates. 
 
It was so much fun! 
 
However, in the beginning the idiotic guy Chen Hao broke their camera, so Shen Nan had to pay two 
thousand for compensation. 
 
This was unlucky enough. 
 
Then, they went to Texas Chicken for some food to continue their photography session in the afternoon. 
 
But their mood was ruined by Chen Hao and Wang Peng. 



 
When everyone left, they went straight to Northern Harbor to take some photos. 
 
However, they actually came across some policemen trying to arrest a criminal, and that criminal 
captured Shen Nan and Yao Yuanyuan without another word. 
 
With great strength, he quickly robbed a car, tied them up and put both of them in the backseat before 
driving away. 
 
Until now, Yao Yuanyuan and Shen Nan were scared stiff as they didn’t know where the criminal would 
bring them. 
 
Especially after they recalled some movies which showed the hostages being…. 
 
They dared not pursue that thought further as both of them sank in deep fear and hopelessness. 
 
But now, this man who rode on a motorbike who was chasing after them ignited some hope in Yao 
Yuanyuan and Shen Nan. 
 
“F*cking brat! You’re still too young to play with me!” Wang Meng cursed while glancing at the 
motorbike behind him. 
 
However, he was shocked. 
 
“What the f*ck! Where’s him?” 
 
He saw the motorbike continue moving forward due to inertia, but the human on it disappeared in the 
blink of an eye. 
 
Bang! 
 
At this moment, Wang Meng heard a huge bang coming from the roof of the car. 
 
The entire roof was being pressed down instantly. 
 
He’s on top of the car? 
 
Wang Meng looked through the sunroof and saw a friendly face smiling back at him. 
 
“You jerk! Go to hell!” 
 
Wang Meng turned the steering wheel furiously, trying to throw Chen Hao away from the car. 
 
However, Chen Hao was as steady as a rock. He wouldn’t even budge no matter how hard Wang Meng 
tried. 
 
After raising his head, Chen Hao saw a kindergarten in front of him. 
 
Chen Hao knew that he couldn’t fool around anymore. If anything dangerous happened, the losses 
would definitely outweigh the gains. 
 



At that instant, he moved both of his hands simultaneously—one to grab the door handle of the driver’s 
seat and the other to break the sunroof of the car. 
 
Bam! 
 
The door of the driver’s seat was being pulled apart by Chen Hao by brute force and tossed aside. 
 
“What the f*ck? This is crazy!” 
 
A cool breeze entered the car, and blew on Wang Meng until his face changed its shape. 
 
Wang Meng’s eyes flew wide open in shock and fear. 
 
At the same time, the hand break was pulled by Chen Hao. 
 
Screech! 
 
A high-pitched sound of the car braking reached everyone’s ears. 
 
The two girls in the car slammed forward, but the car stopped before hitting a huge tree. 
 
The airbags were released with full force, and Wang Meng was being knocked until he was in a mess. 
 
“This is f*cking crazy! F*cking crazy!” Wang Meng screamed fearfully. 
 
It was just at the right timing that the events that had just happened were seen by Hu Huimin and the 
others while they were chasing after Wang Meng. 
 
Hu Huimin gulped as she looked at Chen Hao incredulously with a slightly agape mouth. 


